Climate Change Protest
Climate Change Protest

- Deansgate, central Manchester, UK Sep 2019
- Four-day protest blocks a major downtown street
CLIMATE ACTION NOW
BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE

THIS IS A DRUG AND
ALCOHOL FREE ZONE.
THANK YOU!

ANIMAL
REBELLION

OCTOBER

MIX ALL BEINGS.
DEATH TO CAPITALISM.
TELL THE TRUTH
WE ARE IN A CLIMATE EMERGENCY
Manchester climate protest

• Visual and symbolic occupation of urban space
• Police and city minimise conflict
• Protestors occupy an important but not vital road. Much more vital roads left to function as normal
• Relatively few attend, draws a hard-core of activists. The public generally stays away
• Polite, non-confrontational and probably ineffective
Toronto: Prince Edward Viaduct 7 Oct 2019

- Around 100 protestors shut down the Prince Edward Viaduct
- Prevent its use by motor vehicles
- Police let them protest for a few hours then move in, arrest 20
- All 20 arrestees discharged by a court 18 Nov 2019
- Climate change drawing public concern, but still largely an activist pursuit